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The ratio of the structure function F~/F~ (x) has been measured in deep inelastic scattering of 274 GeV muons on hydrogen and deuterium targets exposed simultaneously to the beam. The results were obtained from 0.3 (0.6) million events from hydrogen (deuterium) in the range 0.004 < x < 0.8 and l < Qz< 190 GeV 2. At x < 0.25 both the statistical and the systematic error is below 2%. Implications for parton distributions and for the trw/az production cross section ratio in Pl) collisions are discussed.
When compared to other results obtained at lower energies, the data indicate a Q2 dependence of the ratio.
In the parton picture the structure function ratio F~/F~ is sensitive to the ratio of the up and down quark distributions. Therefore, F~/F~ puts strong constraints on the flavour decomposition of the structure functions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The parton distributions, especially in the low x region, are widely used to calculate hard scattering cross sections in pO, pp and ep collisions. However, the large systematic errors in the previous measurements of the F~/F~ ratio lead to large uncertainties for the predictions [ 8 ] .
Previous results on the ratio were obtained from the measurements with electron beams at SLAC [ 9, 10 ] and with the high energy muon beam at CERN by the EMC [11] and the BCDMS [12] Collaborations.
The New Muon Collaboration (CERN-NA37) has performed a measurement of deep inelastic muon scattering on hydrogen and deuterium simultaneously. From these measurements the x-dependence of the neutron to proton structure function ratio F~/F~ has been derived. The results cover the kinematic range of x=0.004-0.8 and Q2= 1-5 GeV 2 for the lowest and l 0-190 GeV 2 for the highest x value.
Here x= Q2/2Mu is the Bjorken scaling variable, M is the proton mass and -Q2 and u are virtual photon mass squared and energy respectively. Compared to previous measurements the present data extend to lower values ofx and have smaller systematic errors.
The experiment was performed at the muon beam line M2 of the SPS at CERN. The average incident muon momentum was 274 GeV with an RMS spread of 11 GeV and the integrated beam intensity was 2.4 X 10 '2 muons. An upgraded version [ 13, 14 ] of the EMC spectrometer [ 15 ] , shown in fig. 1 , was used.
In addition to the standard trigger (T1), which accepts muons at scattering angles larger than 10 mrad, a small-angle trigger (T2) which extends the acceptance down to 5 mrad was implemented. It selected target-pointing coincidences of three hodoscope planes (H 1 ', H3', H4' ) composed of horizontal strips with a width of 1 cm. The central strips were excluded leading to a minimum vertical muon scattering angle of 5 mrad. Due to the small horizontal extension (50 cm for H4' ), only events with small horizontal bending in the magnet were accepted. This removed events with y= u/E, > 0.6 at the trigger level.
Both triggers covered the small x region (x < 0.4 ), the T2 events having smaller Q2 and v. Higher values of x were obtained by the T 1 trigger only.
The longitudinal vertex resolution, being inversely proportional to the scattering angle, was improved by introducing a small ( 14 cm diameter) 8 plane proportional chamber (POB) with 1 mm pitch and by upgrading the proportional chamber PV1 from a 4mm to a 2mm pitch (see fig. 1 ). In order to handle higher trigger rates, a beam spill buffering system was used allowing to buffer up to 1000 events during the 2 s spill. The 12 s interval between spills was used for event building and tape writing.
In the free space (50 m) behind the experiment a beam momentum calibration spectrometer, consisting of a precision dipole and proportional chambers with 1 mm pitch, was installed. It allowed a momentum determination with a 0.2% accuracy.
The target system consisted of two sets of target pairs which were alternately exposed to the beam which had horizontal and vertical dimensions of 1.3 cm and 1.0 cm RMS respectively. Each target cell was made out of a 10 cm diameter, 3 m long mylar cell filled with liquid H2 or D2. The cell was contained in a hard paper vacuum container of 30 cm diameter. The two target pairs were identical except for the sequence of the target materials (see fig. 1 ). By a lateral transport mechanism either set could be moved into the beam. 
where x, the ratio of the molar volumes of the D 2 and H2, was determined as 0.8664 (6) . The uncertainties in the acceptance and flux normalisation were the important sources of systematic errors in previous experiments [ 11, 12 ] . Data were taken in three SPS periods of 17 days each during the years 1986 and 1987. This represents about half of the total accumulated statistics at 274 GeV. The description of the event reconstruction can be found in refs. [ 14, 15 ] . Kinematic cuts were applied to remove events with large radiative corrections, poor kinematic resolution or background from hadronic decays. The following cuts were used: where p~ and 0 are the scattered muon laboratory momentum and the scattering angle, respectively. These cuts imply Q2> 1 GeV 2 and y<0.89 for E,= 274 GeV. No cuts were applied to exclude data close to the edges at the acceptance. This is justified since the spectrometer acceptance cancels in the cross section ratio ( 1 ). The total number of events which passed the cuts was 222 000 (447 000) from H (D), for T 1 and 80 000 ( 172 000) from H (D) for T2.
The ratio of the one-photon cross section a~ ~ ~alp ~ was calculated from ( 1 ) after weighing each event with the corresponding radiative correction factor a~v/a .... . The radiative correction factors for the H and D targets were calculated by using the method of Mo and Tsai [ 16 ] . The calculations require the absolute structure functions F~ and F2 d as an input. Both FE'S were determined from a fit to electron and muon scattering data down to the threshold for resonance production. Within our kinematic range, however, we determined F~ from the measured ratio and the F2 d in an iterative procedure. The result of the iterations was found to be insensitive to the starting value of Fd/F ~. For T 1 events the average radiative correction factor ranged from 0.64 (0.70) for H (D) events at x--0.007 to more than 0.90 for x> 0.1. For T2 events the correction factor was about 0.80 at the lowest x. The resulting effective correction on the ratio was about 12% at x=0.007 and was less than 1% for x> 0.1. The assumed 7% uncertainty in the absolute normalisation of F a gives rise, through the radiative corrections, to a systematic error on the ratio of 1.3% at the smallest x and to less than 0.1% at x> 0.06. The assumed uncertainties in the suppression [ 9 ] of the quasielastic electric (20%) and magnetic (50%) form factors in deuterium contribute 1% and 1.4% respectively, to the systematic error on the ratio at the smallest x and less than 0.1% at x> 0.06. In calculating the radiative corrections we have assumed the value of R, the ratio of the longitudinal to transverse polarised virtual-photon-nucleon absorption cross section, to be the same for H and D targets. For x> 0. I, this assumption is consistent with measurements [ 17 ] . As a consequence we obtain
The F~/F~ ratio is defined as
F'~/ F~ =F~/ F~ -1 (3)
without any correction for possible binding effects in the deuterium nucleus. In particular, we did not correct for the smearing effect due to Fermi motion. Current models [ 18 ] give insignificant corrections for x<0.6. The effects of the limited spectrometer resolution in x and Q2 (smearing effects) on the ratio F~/F~ were determined by a Monte Carlo simulation of the experiment. The simulated events were passed through the same chain of reconstruction programs as the real data. For T1 events the smearing correc-tion factor, averaged over Q2, changes from 1.002 to 0.995 for x varying between 0.007 and 0.55. For T2 events the biggest smearing corrections factor is found to be 1.016 at x= 0.175. Fig. 2 shows the separation of different target materials seen in the beam. The association of events to the wrong target was estimated from an extrapolation of the tails of the vertex distribution. The largest correction was 1%, at small x. The correction from a 3% HD admixture in liquid deuterium is 0.3% (2%) at small (large) x. The ratios F'~/F~ were calculated in x and Q2 bins for each SPS period separately and they were found to be mutually consistent. The results from different periods and different Q2 bins were merged taking their geometrical average [ 19 ] .
The final results and their errors are given in table 1 separately for each trigger. The weighted arithmetic average of the results from both triggers is also shown in table 1 and fig. 3 . The dominant contribution to the systematic error at small x comes from the uncertainties in the radiative corrections for deuterium, whereas at high x it is due mainly to the uncertainties in the beam (0.2%) and scattered muon (0.15%) momentum. The systematic errors due to vertex position smearing, H2 and D2 density and to target position dependent reconstruction efficiency (due to background hits in the chambers) contribute in total to less than 0.5%. The total systematic error has been calculated by adding individual contributions in quadrature. The systematic error is seen to range from 2% at small x to 0.4% at x=0.1 and to 8% at high x.
In fig. 3 we also show the results from the BCDMS muon beam experiment [ 12 ] which covers a similar range in Q2. Our data extend to smaller x and have significantly smaller systematic errors. They are in good agreement with the BCDMS results in the region of overlap. The present data are also consistent with the early EMC results [ 11 ] (not shown in the figure) within their large systematic errors. In this figure we also show the recently re-evaluated results from 1.6-20 GeV electron beam experiments at SLAC [ 17 ] which cover smaller Q2 (0.6 < Q2 < 30 GeV 2) and have small systematic errors. From the observed difference between the present and the SLAC results for x=0.15-0.35 we obtain an average slope of A(F~/F~)/AlnQ2=-O.OI9 (4) . Leading order QCD calculations made using the formalism of Abbot et al. [ 20 ] predict slopes between 0 and -0.01.
The present measurements extend below x--0.03 to a region not covered by previous experiments. In this region, dominated by sea partons, F~/F~ depends also on the residual valence parton distribution and on the amount of a possible flavour symmetry breaking in the sea. At x=0 the quark-parton model predicts no contribution from valence partons to the structure functions. The sea partons of different flavours are believed to have the same coupling to the pomeron which dominates the low x Regge behaviour of the virtual-photon-nucleon cross section [21 ] . At our lowest x point (x=0.007, (Q2) =2.6 Table 1 The ratio F~/F~ averaged over Q2. previous results from SLAC [ 17 ] and BCDMS [ 12 ] . The contours show the size of the systematic errors.
GeV, (u) _= 200 GeV) the structure function ratio is already consistent with one, indicating the expected approach to symmetry between u and d partons in the sea for x~0. It is interesting to note that the real photon (Q2=0) total cross section ratio ant°t/apt°t = tOt tot (a~ °~ -ap )/ap =0.898(15) at v= [16] [17] [18] . This significant deviation from unity was interpreted in terms of shadowing of real photons in deuterium [23] . Assuming no discontinuity between real and virtual photon cross sections the shadowing should also be present in virtual-photon-deuterium interactions at Q2==_ 0 and similar u. The fact that we do not observe shadowing could be due to either not reaching low enough x or being too high in Q2. Parton distributions have been extracted [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] from simultaneous fits to hard scattering cross section data. The present high precision data at small x constrain such parameterisations in the region where valence and sea partons have comparable eontributions. The most recent fit [ 7 ] , in which our preliminary data [24] were also included, correctly describes the shape of the F'~/F~ ratio in terms of parton distributions; see fig. 4 .
As indicated in refs. [7, 8] , precise data on F'~/F~ reduce the uncertainty in predictions for the aw/az production cross section ratio in Pl~ collisions. In particular, at the Fermilab collider energy of ~ = 1800 GeV the predictions are sensitive to the d/u parton ratio at x= 0.05, which can be well constrained only by our data. Calculations [ 7 ] at this energy, based on our preliminary results [24 ] , predict aw/az= 3.30 for three neutrino families.
To summarise, the ratio F'~/F~ (x) has been determined with high statistical and systematic accuracy down to x= 0.007. The results put strong constraints on the prediction of the parton distributions in a region where the contribution from both sea and va- [7] . lence partons is important. At the smallest x the F~/F~ ratio is close to unity; the shadowing of virtual photons in deuterium is not seen in the present kinematic range. The comparison of our results with those from SLAC in the x-range of 0.15-0.35 indicates a stronger Q2 dependence of the ratio than that predicted by leading order perturbative QCD.
